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Life sounds brilliant.

Enjoy the  
sound of life.
The new Aquaris™. Hearing at its best. 
Lets sound in, keeps the elements out. Enjoy being  

immersed in sound.
It doesn’t matter what you do in life, you want to 
enjoy every moment of it. Now you can always wear 
your hearing instruments, no matter how active your 
lifestyle. Virtually shock-resistant and completely 
sealed to keep dust and water out, Aquaris delivers 
outstanding sound quality no matter where you are. 
Whatever your surroundings, with Aquaris you’ll 
always be in your element. 

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered 
trademarks owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of 
such marks by Siemens AG is under license. Other trademarks 
and trade names are those of their respective owners.

The information in this brochure is subject to change 
without prior notice. Copyright © 2012 Siemens Hearing 
Instruments, Inc. All rights reserved.

Hearing instruments help many people hear better, but 
no hearing instrument can solve every hearing problem 
nor restore normal hearing.
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Enjoy total freedom

Setting new standards with its unique design, Aquaris is 
the most robust*, truly waterproof hearing instrument 
available. Its soft-touch lacquering and ergonomic shape 
make it virtually shockproof and ensures that it sits snugly on 
your ear, preventing it from slipping off. 

Resistant to dust, perspiration and humidity, it’s perfect 
for people who spend time in demanding conditions. 
Wherever you are, whether it’s working in the garden, 
sweating at the gym, or building sandcastles on the 
beach, Aquaris keeps the elements of daily life out,  
even when showering or swimming. 

Designed to deliver outstanding sound quality, the smart 
technology in Aquaris optimizes hearing performance with 
exceptional clarity and sound comfort so you can enjoy 
life without limits.

Enjoy life’s true sound

To give you the most natural hearing possible, Aquaris 
is equipped with the newest version of BestSound™ 
Technology, a complete revolution in audiological 
engineering that delivers comfortable, clear, and 
natural sound quality. You‘re likely to forget you‘re 
wearing hearing aids.

For many people wearing a hearing instrument for the 
first time, some sounds can seem too loud or harsh. 
BestSound Technology’s enhanced functionality tailors 
the sound experience to the way you want to hear, by 
adjusting the sound to a level that feels natural for you 
so that you can enjoy hearing effortlessly. Great for 
experienced users and first-time wearers alike, Aquaris 
learns and adjusts automatically, memorizing how you 
like to hear in different environments, and adjusts when 
it detects those situations again. And with its directional 
microphone, you’ll hear what’s important, comfortably 
and clearly, no matter where sound is coming from. 

The more experienced you become, the more Aquaris 
grows with you, offering additional functions such as 
more power, user-definable settings, and directionality. 
So wherever you are, whether it’s a noisy pool,  
a secluded beach, or even a restaurant, you can  
enjoy the sound of life to the fullest.

Completely waterproof
Conventional water-resistant instruments can withstand 
splashes at most. Tested to IP68*, Aquaris’ unique 
technology is completely dustproof and waterproof 
making it suitable for continuous immersion in water.

Cover clip

Welded onto the  
housing using an 
ultrasonic process,  
it protects the  
microphone mem-
branes and helps 
reduce wind noise. Bottle housing

(no openings)

Produced as one  
complete piece  
and connected  
to the battery  
compartment using 
a silicone sealant.

Waterproof  
microphone membrane

The microphone membranes  
are both waterproof and  
“sound-permeable“, enabling the 
highest sound quality possible.

Nano-coated  
receiver
protection

A nano-coated  
grill in the screw 
cap stops water 
from entering.

Tinnitus control feature
The ideal option for people who want to control tinnitus, 
Aquaris helps manage the condition at the same time as 
improving hearing. By emitting a therapy signal that can 
be precisely set to suit you, it diverts attention from the 
annoying effects of tinnitus and makes it easier to focus 
on external sounds, reducing strain and helping provide 
a more peaceful state of mind.

Accessories

Sport Clip
The optional Sport Clip affixes Aquaris securely 
to prevent the displacement or loss of your 
instruments while you’re engaged in activities 
requiring lots of movement.

Aquapac
Aquapac is the ideal place to store remote controls, mobile 
phones, and MP3 players when you’re at the pool or in the 
garden. With up to 3 feet of (1 m) 
water pressure resistance, it ensures 
your devices are well protected.

Aquaris with  
Sport Clip

aquapac

* Achieved IP68 rating per IEC 60529 standard. The device can be completely 
submerged with no water seeping inside, and no damage to the instrument during 
continuous immersion in water up to 3 feet. Also dust will not interfere with the 
satisfactory operation of the device. Requires appropriate earmold for submersion.

Ensures that no water gets 
inside the instrument or  
damages the batteries.

Sealed battery door
Prevents the entrance of water but 
permits oxygen, allowing Aquaris  
to function optimally with standard 
zinc air batteries.

Waterproof membrane
for air exchange

Aquaris is available in a choice of five nature-themed colors. 

SandySilver 
Lake

Stony 
Beach

SeagullAqua

A constant stream of 
enjoyment 

Siemens miniTek® and Tek offer® state-of-the-art wireless 
connectivity to a variety of Bluetooth® technology-enabled 
devices like cell phones, MP3 players, your computer, TV, 
and more. Hear your electronic devices directly through your 
hearing aids in true stereo, at your preferred volume, without 
disturbing others.

VoiceLink™, a combination Bluetooth® transmitter and 
separate microphone, streams a companion’s voice directly 
to miniTek. The wearer can hear speech as if they were 
standing only inches apart which is  
especially useful for noisy  
environments like  
restaurants, meeting  
rooms, or large  
gatherings.

Siemens miniTek was named Bluetooth® SIG Best of 
CES Next Category Award Winner and Bluetooth® 
SIG Best of CES Fan Favorite Award Winner.

Tek

miniTek

VoiceLink


